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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true (assuming data is loaded to a BSO database and to the members noted below)? 

A. If you delete a sparse shared member, the outline file shrinks. 

B. If you delete a sparse shared member, the page file shrinks. 

C. If you delete a sparse stored member, the index file shrinks. 

D. If you delete a sparse stored member, the block density shrinks. 

E. If you delete a dense shared member, the block size shrinks. 

F. If you delete a dense stored member, the number of blocks shrinks 

Correct Answer: AC 

C: If a member of a sparse dimension is moved, deleted, or added, Essbase restructures the index and creates new
index files. Restructuring the index is relatively fast; the time required depends on the index size. 

Sparse restructures are typically fast, but depend on the size of the index file(s). Sparse restructures are faster than
dense restructures. 

 

QUESTION 2

Within which two directories can you set the location and file size in ASO? 

A. Default 

B. Metadata 

C. Log 

D. Temp 

E. Bin 

F. Data 

Correct Answer: AD 

For aggregate storage applications, Tablespace Manager controls data retrieval and storage, using tablespace
definitions to manage data storage and work areas on the disk. 

Tablespaces help optimize data file and work file storage and retrieval. Tablespaces define location definitions that map
data artifacts, such as aggregate views and aggregations, to files. Each application directory contains directories for four
tablespaces: 

*

 default 
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*

 log 

*

 metadata 

*

 temp 

*

 Directory path locations 

*

 Maximum disk space to be used at each location 

*

 Maximum file size allowed within each location 

For default and temp you can specify multiple locations and sizes, and you can define tablespace properties: 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two are Essbase components? 

A. Essbase server 

B. Administration services 

C. C API 

D. Web Analysis 

E. Financial reporting 

Correct Answer: AB 

Incorrect answer: 

C API is not a component of Essbase. 

Web analysis and Financial reporting are both parts of Hyperion, not Essbase. 

 

QUESTION 4

What does DTS (Dynamic Time Series) do? 

A. Calculates to date values for Essbase block storage databases 
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B. Dynamically calculates the Time dimension 

C. Enable Time Balance functionality for accounts 

D. Calculates to date values for Essbase aggregate storage databases 

Correct Answer: B 

*

 In order to calculate period-to-date values dynamically, you need to use a Dynamic Time Series member for a period
on the dimension tagged as time. 

*

 Use built in Dynamic Time series calculations for period to date calculations such as YTD, QTD, and MTD
accumulations. DTScalculations are on the fly and require time related dimension to be tagged as Time. 

*

 You do not create the Dynamic Time Series member directly in the database outline. Instead, you enable a predefined
DynamicTime Series member and associate it with an appropriate generation number. 

*

 Dynamic Time Series members are not displayed as members in the database outline. Instead, Essbase lists the
currently active Dynamic Time Series members in a comment on the time dimension. 

 

QUESTION 5

Identify the two true statements about materialization in ASO. 

A. When performing an incremental data load, aggregate views are updated 

B. The database is not available during materialization 

C. Materialization can be tuned via query hints and hard restrictions defined at the database level 

D. Materialization scripts can be saved for future reuse 

Correct Answer: AD 

The following process is recommended for defining and materializing aggregations: 

*

 After the outline is created or changed, load data values. 

*

 Perform the default aggregation. Do not select specify a storage stopping point option. 

*

 Materialize the suggested aggregate views and save the default selection in an aggregation script. 
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*

 Run the types of queries the aggregation is being designed for. 

*

 If query time or aggregation time is too long, consider fine-tuning the aggregation as stated below. 

*

 Save the aggregation selection as an aggregation script (D) 
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